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1. INTRODUCTION
Interaction design requires many forms of externalization. At certain points in the process,
there is a need for design representations that (1) explore the intended use situation in
some detail, and still (2) appear tentative enough to afford participation and engagement
by intended users and other stakeholders. The designer’s task is often to create ideas on the
not-yet-existing. The envisioned use situations increasingly involve complicated technology,
mobile use and demanding physical environments. Under these conditions, a third requirement on the representation technique is that it (3) allows for expression of ideas and use
situations that would be impractical or impossible to create in conventional prototyping
techniques. (An obvious example is the observation that lo-ﬁ paper prototypes are of limited
use for virtual reality design.) To summarize, a representation technique is needed that is
expressive in terms of detailed design, sketchy in its expression, and versatile in its ability to
create ﬁctions.
I have experimented with a representation technique that seems to fulﬁl these three
criteria quite well. Animated use sketches are animated movies expressing important scenarios in the intended use of the future artifact. The movies are produced using simpliﬁed and
rapid cutout animation techniques, with the intention of conveying a sketchy and unpolished
impression. Below, I present a design case in some depth where animated use sketches were
used. The technique was assessed informally by the stakeholders in the design process. I
present the assessment results and then discuss animated use sketches in relation to other
representation techniques and to the general purposes of design representation. The concluding remarks address the cost-beneﬁt tradeoff of animated use sketches.
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2. AN EXAMPLE: MAINTAINING ELECTROMECHANICAL FILTERS
This section outlines how animated use sketches were used in a recent design case.

2.1 PROJECT CONTEXT. The industrial company Alstom Power Sweden, which I will refer
to simply as Alstom, manufactures and sells ﬁlters for cleaning exhaust fumes from heating
plants, paper mills and similar industries. In this context, a ﬁlter is typically a 10 x 10 x 20
meter assembly of heavy electromechanical components. Each ﬁlter is an individual in the
sense that it is built to ﬁt the cleaning requirements and speciﬁc properties of the industrial
plant in question, albeit drawing on general principles and best practices. The ﬁlter has to be
inspected at regular intervals and some parts may need to be repaired or exchanged. Alstom
has service contracts with many of its customers, specifying annual inspections and other
maintenance work.
Performing an annual inspection involves climbing and crawling around inside the ﬁlter,
which is very dark and dirty with conﬁned spaces, in order to assess the status of roughly a
hundred predeﬁned inspection points. The inspector has to make his way to each inspection
point inside the ﬁlter in turn, assess it, then move close to the entrance hatch and repeat
the status and possible comments to an assistant waiting outside the ﬁlter with a paper form
on a clipboard. When all inspection points are done, the inspector cleans himself up, travels
back to his ofﬁce, reworks the inspection notes into a Word report and sends it to the customer. He then negotiates the maintenance plan with the customer at a later time.
It is desirable for Alstom to ﬁnd a way to simplify inspection data entry, report generation and maintenance negotiation. Ideally, the process should be completed before the
inspector leaves the customer site.

2.2 DESIGN PROCESS. A project team was formed involving employees from relevant
departments at Alstom, as well as system developers from Sikroma, a CAD company aiming at
developing new software products for structured information management in the mechanical
industry. I was the interaction designer of the team. A collaboration agreement within an
existing local R&D consortium ensured a rather high level of trust and openness among the
team members.
Based on initial information from Alstom, I developed a ﬁrst idea in the direction of supporting knowledge management and coordination among maintenance workers. However, a
workshop with experienced maintenance staff indicated that the problems of inspection data
and report generation, as outlined above, were more relevant.
I sketched a concept based on voice interaction with a wearable device for data entry during inspection, followed by wireless or
dock transfer to a dedicated laptop application for data cleanup and
report generation at the customer site. The inspection data would
then be synchronized with a central maintenance database. The new
concept was presented as hand-drawn sketches plus text explanations in a six-page document that I presented to Alstom together
with a series of focused questions. The maintenance staff indicated

Initial sketch of voice interaction device.

that the concept was promising but needed some revision.
I revised the design based on the feedback and created a twominute animated use sketch to express it. Sikroma programmed
a simple demonstrator using real database technology to explore
the technical feasibility of the concept. In the demonstrator, the
voice interaction module was simulated using typed text input and
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output. The core functions of the demonstrator, including database
storage, laptop data management and report generation were real.
The animated use sketch and the technical demonstrator formed
the basis for a concept milestone workshop with maintenance
and IT support staff from Alstom. The general outcome was very
positive and the concept was judged as (1) clearly useful for the
inspector, and (2) probably efﬁcient in terms of saving time (and
hence money) for the maintenance department. Following the workshop, Alstom resolved to explore the internal ﬁnancial and political
conditions for developing the concept into a working tool. Sikroma
is planning to use the results as a basis for new products to support
a. The inspector arrives at the customer site. He loads the
current inspection template onto his data entry device from
his laptop or from the central maintenance database (using
the Internet modem of his cellphone).

integrated maintenance of mechanical constructions.

2.3 CREATING THE ANIMATED USE SKETCH. The animated
use sketch was created rather late in the concept design. It was intended as a vehicle for communication at a milestone stage, where
the client would be approaching a decision as to whether the idea
merited further investment of development time and money. My
intention was to strike a balance between competent presentation
and openness to reactions, comments and questions in a workshop

b. The inspector in one of the power supply chambers, preparing to start the inspection.

c. Inspecting the transfer isolators in the power supply
chamber.
Inspector says: Transfer isolators.
System says: Transfer isolators.
Inspector says: Status two.
System says: Status two.
Inspector says: Comment—some dust. Wiped it off.
System says: OK. (The design assumes that the data entry
system can interpret names of components and status values
using the inspection template, but not transcribe unrestricted speech. Free-form comments are hence recorded in the
system as sound ﬁles.)

rather than a sales-pitch setting.
The movie is built from backgrounds based on public-domain
visual elements (most of them retrieved from old books in the
»industry« section of the public library) and hand-drawn foreground
elements in a simple style. Animation is rough and non-anatomic,
most closely similar to cutout animation. Background sound effects
are drawn from public-domain sources. Parts of the dialogue were
custom-recorded to illustrate the important element of the concept:
the voice interaction during inspection. Simple sound processing
techniques were applied to make the system’s spoken output sound
more computer-like. There was some spoken dialogue that did not
concern the core idea of the concept; I used nonsense language for
those lines.
Seven annotated stills from the movie (a-g) are presented for illustration purposes on this and following pages. The movie itself in
Swedish is available in quarter-screen format at [webzone.k3.mah.
se/k3jolo/Material/sitepAlstomQ.mov].
The motives for my choices were to be able to illustrate environments and use sequences from ﬁlter maintenance in a convenient
and rather detailed way, and at the same time work in a style that
would not come across as too ﬁnished, polished or sales-oriented.
It took me 25 hours to create the animation, including the
development of a storyboard (5 hours), preparation of image and
sound assets (12 h), animation, editing, titling and rendering (8 h).
I used tools that I am familiar with—Adobe Photoshop, CoolEdit,
Macromedia Director and Cleaner—which means that not much time
was spent on learning the tools or solving technical problems.
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3. ASSESSMENT OF THE ANIMATED USE
SKETCH

d. Inspecting the rest of the ﬁlter. The order of inspection is
normally decided by the inspector, even though he can ask
for guidance if necessary.

In the case described above, the animation technique was assessed
informally through structured group discussions with stakeholders
in the design process: maintenance and IT support departments
at Alstom. The animated use sketch was perceived to provide a
strong grasp of the design idea and how it would work in practice,
much better than a paper presentation or a conventional slide show
would. It offered an »overview of what could be done and how it
could be done« if the new concept was to be implemented, to cite
one of the participants. As the animated use sketch was introduced
before the technical demonstrator, it served as an advance organizer
that supported an understanding of the level of technical detail
presented in the demonstrator.
Speciﬁcally, participants found the animation style to be clearly
different from advertising and sales material. It appeared tentative and they felt comfortable in asking questions and pointing out
weaknesses in the presented concept. They noted the difference
from sales-pitch situations, which they described as taking a chance
on an investment they did not always fully understand the implica-

e. In a conference room at customer site, preparing to meet
customer representative. Synchronizing data entry device
with laptop, viewing entered inspection data, listening to
recorded free-form comments, typing corresponding text into
appropriate comment ﬁelds.

tions of.
The participants found two drawbacks with the animated use
sketch as a representation technique. First, the use of nonsense
voices in non-critical parts of the story was confusing. It would
have been better to use the same voices throughout and merely
have them say non-speciﬁc lines. Secondly, a participant pointed
out that it is easier to remember a week later what was said in a
meeting if it is documented on paper. To address this point, a handout could have been prepared in the form of a movie storyboard
with key frames from the animation and key dialogue typed next to
the frames.

4. DISCUSSION

f. Negotiating maintenance plan with customer representative.

The creation of design representations in general serves at least
three purposes. First, they are vehicles for much of the thinking
involved in design. Sketching in various media is designing, rather
than merely packaging a design that already exists in the head.
Ideas develop in creating the representations. Secondly, design
representations are vehicles for communication and collaboration.
Most interaction design involves more than one actor, and design
representations are essential in driving the work forward. Finally,
design representations serve a rhetorical purpose. An attractive
representation can be instrumental in persuading a client.
The question of design representation in interaction design
is complicated by the nature of our design material. When the
object of a design process is a relatively static artifact presented
on a screen, then traditional representation techniques such as
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g. Generating and handing over inspection report, including
maintenance plan.

Stills from video use-sketches in the ﬁelds of digital news
media (Löwgren et al., 2000) and video-meeting information
management (Andersson et al., 2002).

pencil sketches, storyboards and prototypes in program code work
well. However, we are increasingly facing design situations where
the intended use takes place on the move, using various mobile
and embedded interaction surfaces. Another complication for the
designer is when the essential use qualities of the intended design
depend on highly interactive or complex behaviors that are costly or
difﬁcult to express in conventional prototyping techniques. In situations like these, temporal and narrative representation techniques
are needed. Text scenarios is a standard technique; play-acting and
improvisation are increasingly used for similar purposes (Sato and
Salvador, 1999; Buchenau and Fulton Suri, 2000). Storytelling in
moving images is another narrative technique, which offers the possibility to express a relatively detailed view of the intended design.
Design representations where possible use stories are told in
moving images (ﬁlm or video) tend to serve the purposes of communication and persuasion more than the purpose of sketching. It
takes some time and effort to create them, which makes them less
than ideal for rapid thinking-by-sketching. Even video prototypes
(Vertelney, 1989; Young and Greenlee, 1992), which are intended
to serve as sketches more than anything else, can be awkward
when used as sketching tools. One may speculate that the overhead involved in transforming ideas to video is enough to break
up the smooth conversation between thought and sketch. Mackay
et al. (2000), however, report that a design team that practices
video prototyping may reach a level of proﬁciency where ideation is

indeed possible.
Our previous experience in creating video use-sketches (Löwgren et al., 2000; Andersson
et al., 2002) seems to indicate that such representations run the risk of being interpreted as
rhetorical and persuasive. Classical video use-sketches such as the Apple Knowledge Navigator or Starﬁre from Sun suffered from similar reception. The viewers tend to »lean back«
and react to the video as a persuasive whole—whether they like or dislike the presented
idea—but it typically requires signiﬁcant work to engage the viewers in a more detailed and
constructive discussion of the design concept.
An animated use sketch is an attempt to use moving-image storytelling in interaction
design not only for persuasion but for constructive communication. To this end, animation
is preferable to video since it can be made to look less deﬁnitive. The collage style suggests
the accidental nature of the visual material used as backgrounds. Characters and objects in
the ﬁgure plane are cartoon-like. Animation is jerky and non-anatomic with few keyframes
and no interpolation between them. The informal assessment seemed to indicate that the approach worked as intended: The stakeholders in the design process felt that the animated use
sketch conveyed the design idea better than a conventional paper and slide show presentation would, and they felt comfortable in asking questions and pointing out weaknesses in the
proposed design.

5. FINALLY: COST VS. BENEFIT
Was it worth spending 25 hours on a two-minute animation? After all, a proper document
specifying the design concept in detail could have been prepared in less than 10 hours.
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It can be noted that it took me some time to ﬁnd a style that seemed appropriate, and
that the visuals may be slightly overworked. It could have been possible to cut the production time by using simpler drawings and backgrounds, or by hiring a more skilled artist. (Using simple computer-drawn foreground elements—which is certainly faster than hand drawing followed by scanning, cleaning and coloring—is probably not a good option, however.
It would make the expression less tentative and possibly violate the intentions behind the
technique.) Either way, it is safe to assume that the next animated use sketch I produce will
take less time now that an appropriate style has been found. A production cost on the order
of 15–17 hours is reasonable to expect for a comparable result.
More importantly, though, the animation proved effective in conveying to the clients
a clear understanding of the design concept and its use qualities. My experience as well as
studies by other researchers (e.g., Poltrock and Grudin, 1994) indicate that this outcome
is hard to achieve by means of conventional speciﬁcations and documents. Spending a few
hours of designer time to improve mutual understanding at a concept decision point may
prove to be a sound investment further along the development process.
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